SERVIROUTE
MULTI-FUNCTION SPRAYER

Serviroute: the sprayer in all its forms
The Serviroute sprayer was designed for hot mix teams. The amount of time a traditional sprayer is
used on this type of work is very low if it is only used to spray the tack coat. This is why Secmair
has designed a multi-function machine that can be configured to the needs of each user.
The Serviroute is available on a fixed or removable chassis (twist-lock or hook lift).

The tack coat remains the Serviroute’s main function.
Depending on requirements, a spray bar of up to 4.50 metres
is available.
The re-supply of machinery with water and fuel (compactors,
pavers, milling machines, etc.) is also available. The tank
capacities are modular depending on the chassis and
options. The maximum liquid capacity is 8 to 9,000 litres
for a 2 axle chassis.

A large, lockable box can be used to secure the fuel
tanks and tools for work (pneumatic drill, signs, tools,
etc.).
Other options are also available (sweeper, water
spraying bar, handling skip and arm to stow paver
extensions, bar and gritter for joint sealing between two
layers of mix, etc.).

Tack coat

Secure storage box

On site machinery supply

Water bar (option)
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Control station
Additive bar (option)

Extension bar (option)

Serviroute R for surface dressing work
The Serviroute R sprayer is designed to work on medium sized surface dressing works. Its binder
circuit design and its computerised dosage coupling make it possible to guarantee much higher
spraying accuracy than what is required by the standard - Test standard on test bench: NF P 98 726.

A wide dosage range
Surface dressing and pre-mix tack coats do not have the
same spraying requirements. The Serviroute can spray
both small doses (300 g/ m2) on narrow widths and high
doses at full width (3 kg/m2) while maintaining a constant
working speed.
A highly intuitive and robust operating system is used to
manage the dosage from the cabin.

Additive bars
The use of additives is increasingly common both for surface dressing and tack coats.
As an option, the Serviroute can be fitted with bars in front
of and/or behind the binder in order to spray all types of
additive.
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Compact design for optimal working
load, together with safe maintenance

Towing hook (option)

Compact design for optimal working load

Easy maintenance and servicing

Servicing access from the ground
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The large numbers of machines and reduced work site space requires highly compact machines. The overhang
and the wheel base are the shortest on the market. The maximum height is at the truck cabin level. The working
load is also optimised.
Daily servicing - filter cleaning, access to pneumatic, electric and hydraulic parts, is now 100% possible from the
ground.

